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Abstract 

My study aims to analyze two international well-known artists: Ai Weiwei and Dan Perjovschi, 
which use their visibility strategies to disseminate civic and artistic messages as hybrid quasi-
objects2 of works of art and discourses, in order to reflect upon the important issues related to 
migration in Antropocene era3. 
I argue that contemporary artistic strategies related to migration, can be analyzed using an 
Actor-Network paradigm4, since the contemporary plastic artists construct intermedia 
networks of heterogeneous elements, instrumentally use controversies5 related to their image 
in mobilizing groups and audiences and create works of art, characterized by socio-political 
agency (generalized symmetry)6. 

Keywords: ANT (actor network theory), agency, generalized symmetry, selfie, works of art. 

The general context of intermedia contemporary artistic practices 

Nowadays, the social and aesthetic strategies of contemporary artists mobilize a multitude of 
civic platforms and media discourses through which “the condition of contemporary art stands 
for dissolution of distinctions between mediums in the spirit of artistic pluralism; and an 
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increasing self-reflexivity on the part of artistic practice, whereby its aesthetic content becomes 
indistinguishable from its theoretical content.”7 
The sociological and semiotic approach concerning the communicative dimensions of artistic 
practices must take into account the evolution from linguistic turn8 to pictorial9, spatial10and 
finally to “digital turn”11 and the research paradigm of Actor-Network Theory (ANT)12 
developed by Bruno Latour, John Law and Michael Callon. The contemporary work of art 
became a complex communicative open dialogue, “as an unpredictable open structure, 
requesting the public’s participation in interactive communication networks”,13 in 
reconfiguring social practices. 
I claim that the strategies implied in contemporary artistic practices can be analyzed under the 
Actor–Network Theory -ANT, in terms of recirculation of discourses and signification within 
three categories: object as work of art and agency, intermedia discourses, auto-reflexive 
instrumental appeal to selfies. My aim is to analyze how the political and civic iconic theme of 
migration, is strategically interpreted into an intermedia artistic and civic strategy, capable of 
raising awareness and reenact social reconnaissance and visibility14. I intend to integrate the 
theoretical analytical tool offered by Actor-Network–ANT paradigm of research, to describe 
the modality in which the artists transmit and incorporate images, discourses about migrants, 
in social and political inter dimensional network of media communication. Following to Bruno 
Latour’s advice, my focus is” to follow the actors”- the artists capable of constructing networks 
of communication15, putting together groups of civic and artistic interest. According to ANT, 
the objects too have a powerful agency-generalized symmetry16. The images and the artistic 
practices of the works of art, became objects of protest, as well as vectors of artistic practices 
used by contemporary artists through civic, museum and online spaces. There is an 
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interdependency between their online verbal discourses and their digital artistic and social 
practices and the mediated visibility17. 
The political and humanitarian debates triggered by the illegal immigration, produced an 
immense level of implication, in which the image of migrants plays a significant controversial, 
and social humanitarian role18. Reconnaissance of migrants, became a point of political interest 
and controversy for global audiences. 
Contemporary art presents a significant social impact. Christoph Menke considered that “in the 
modern world, there has never been more art and art has never been more visible, present and 
socially influential than at the moment. At the same time, art has never before represented such 
an integral part of the social process as it does today, but only as one of the many forms of 
communication that define art; as a goods item, an opinion, an insight, a judgement, an action 
. . .” Therefore, the social omnipresence of art goes hand in hand with the steady loss of what 
we can call its aesthetic strength.” 19 
The contemporary plastic artist transformed itself into a communicator, making possible the 
transition from a perceptive and cognitive space to a multidimensional communicational 
sphere, he became a node in the network communication, investing virtual and physical spaces 
of street-art, galleries, online-social networks, converting everyday objects into objects of art 
and protest. 
Artistic movements like Fluxus20 represented by artists like Joseph Beuys, George Maciunas, 
Dick Higgins and the manifesto of the “sociological art” (Hervé Fischer, Fred Forest, Jean-
Paul Thénot), prefigured this development of the work of art as an unpredictable open structure, 
a hybrid artist–object, quasi-object21 in a complex mix of discourses and objects of art. The 
objects of everyday life are symbolically invested with political agency22, becoming vectors of 
protest requesting the public’s participation in interactive communication networks.  
As Petru Bejan stated “the traditional artistic object; and this object dematerializes itself 
completely, becoming information disseminated in the rhizomatic, labyrinthine networks of 
the Internet - genuine on-line territory”23. The sociability model of relational art is constructed 
upon the vast opportunities offered by the technological development of the hybrid practices 
of networked communication of the online media.  
Nowadays, the artist has developed a hybrid esthetic and social practice as actor in a network 
society24, in which he became “messenger, communicator, translator; bringing back and 
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integrating knowledge that is otherwise discarded, underrepresented, forgotten, and irrelevant 
– the artist as a connector and cultural agent” 25. He is now a facilitator between his esthetical 
work of art and the audience, an interrogator of concepts and context, a student and an agent 
of change. In the continuous search of new forms of visibility26 and social reconnaissance, the 
contemporary artist must be aware of different turns in which the complex cultural paradigms 
of postmodern expression evolve. He is investing many spaces of reflection and expression and 
his art “creates a space conjured up by the image, a space that we can enter due to imagination, 
an unstable space, a space in between, a space that can go either way’ in its continuous 
transition between, a space that can go ‘either way’ in its continuous transition.27  
The functional social-semiotic relations are transmitted through different iconic multimodal 
images and crossing the spatial/time dimensions of different communication assemblages 28of 
street, museum, gallery, and social media. The symbolic and social function of the work of art 
is done by transgressional objects, their agency, the multimodal and intertextual discourses, 
from daily-life objects to works of art, in a continuous symbolic recirculation between virtual 
and physical worlds. The selfie photography became a weapon of personal visibility and auto-
reflexive dimension, a proof and witness of artist engagement and migrant drama but also a 
constant source of controversy.  
The contemporary artist is mastering his image as a self-reflexive tool of communication, 
engaging in a “the aesthetic performance of the self”29, a strategy of remediation-practice of 
digital new visibility through multiple mediascapes30, in a process of “the remediation of 
ordinary voice… in distinct forms of communicative activism, through this news network, and 
finally, the possibility for trans-mediation, that is the transfer of this voice from the symbolic 
realm of communication to the realm of physical action, within or outside the scene of the 
news.”31 
The artist chooses to transform his image into an aesthetic performance of the self, which 
constitutes which constitutes “impartial spectatorship through recontextualization and 
remoralization”.32 The images of political cartoons and objects of art are symbolically charged 
and configured, to attain a higher exposure, in a similar process of remediation, inter-mediation 
and trans-mediation. 
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Corpus and Methods 

I propose a diachronic crisscross examination between mainstream quality online articles and 
the analysis of the several types of social networks, as political assemblages33 of well-known 
plastic contemporary artists Ai WeiWei and Dan Perjovschi, in order to analyze the semiotic 
functional and relational elements, responsible for the transgression of meaning and 
signification. 
I choose these well-established contemporary artists who developed different artistic and 
communicative approaches, in order to construct networks of communication and visibility and 
to support the civic and human rights of migrants. Ai Weiwei is the most known and 
commented contemporary artist, who uses his status and his own image, in strategic intermedia 
frantic  efforts, while The Romanian artist Dan Perjovschi is configuring his strategic media 
position, between global and local; he is “marginal in mainstream”, (the artist’s self-
characterization) and is shifting the visibility and agency towards his political cartoons. 
I used the principles of ANT (Actor-Network Theory) theory ,34of Bruno Latour, John Law 
and Michel Callon, in analyzing interviews, documents, and participatory observation- a mixed 
qualitative approach, in order to describe the transfer of signification and controversial meaning 
between ”: 1. The visual impact of the selfie, 2. The functional agency of objects and drawings 
as everyday life objects, as works of art or political cartoons, and 3. The symbolic intermedia 
transitions between the online space of social networks and the civic spaces of streets and art 
galleries. 
My data were collected in order to analyze visual resources and online journal articles and 
reviews related to news about migrants from: Instagram posts of Ai Weiwei, Facebook posts 
of Dan Perjovschi personal site, during 2015-2017.Thus, resulted a collection of visual records 
(more than 300 selfies, for Ai Weiwei; 100 political cartoons for Dan Perjovschi and 100 news 
articles (mainstream media and blogs) for each artist. 
In order to analyze Dan Perjovschi’s artistic and communication practice, I took part in several 
participant observations of his performances “ Albums - Bande dessinée et immigration. 1913-
2013” which took place on 17, 18, 19 January 2014- The Palace of The Golden Door, Museum 
of Immigration of Paris, and in the years 2015 and 2016, during his interventions on the 
“Horizontal Journal”-the street-art wall, in Sibiu. 

Ai Weiwei –The Constant Witness in a Selfie Performance 

(Chinese, b. Beijing, 1957) is considered the one the most controversial and well known 
Chinese contemporary artists, which stirred worldwide media controversies, mostly due to his 
continuously strained relationship with Chinese authorities. His esthetic and engaged artistic 
manifesto became an instrument of resistance, a subversive political vehicle, which 
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transformed and reinterpreted everyday life objects into works of art, in order to raise political 
awareness and social reconnaissance about controversial social humanitarian topics. 
His history as a well-known dissident, is framed and established within a strategic simple but 
poignant discourse against the political oppressions of Chinese authorities. The Chinese public 
was an active witness of Ai Weiwei troubled relationship within his 81- day imprisonment in 
2011, all the stages of this open conflict were revealed in the documentary “Faked case” (2013), 
in which the artist tells the dramatic story of his real struggles with Chinese authorities which 
closely monitored his home and his studio. 
The long-lasting creative relationship between the artist and everyday life objects became 
fundamental in configuring it’s artistically and esthetical practice. From Han dynasty broken 
or repainted urn (Dropping a Han Dynasty Urn in 1995, According to what ? in 2013) to 
bicycles (Forever Bicycles,2015), sunflower seeds (Kui Hua Zi, 2010-2011) and traditional 
books (An Archive, 2015), steel reinforcing bars from  Sichuan earthquake (Straight, 2008-
2012) and floating devices and lifejackets (Soleil Levant, 2016-2017), Ai Weiwei has used the 
symbolic influential functional meaning, in order to transform a simple object into enriched 
artistic one as an efficient and active metaphor. 
The artist cultivated an active interest towards the recent migratory phenomenon, viewed as a 
political and civic transformation of global awareness. This concern rhymes with his ecological 
and human rights preoccupations, and was developed all along the period of global immigrant’s 
struggle of 2014, 2015, till now. He put together complex hybrid intermedia, functional and 
artistic assemblages35. He is aware of the high efficacy conveyed by the permanent dialogue 
between mainstream online and offline media developing an intense social network activity. 
Ai Weiwei became an expert in social media as realistic and pragmatic alternative. For a period 
of three years (2006-2009), his blog was highly popular, in debating the involvement of 
Chinese authorities in the Sichuan earthquake (Ai Weiwei posted a list of the schoolchildren 
who died because of the government’s “tofu-dregs engineering”). Since June 1, 2009, the 
Chinese authorities shut down the blog. In 2015, declaring “Twitter is art”, Ai released An 
Archive –an artwork installation of 9000 pages in the form of a traditional Chinese book 
comprising his Twitter writings between 2009 and 2013. His social media involvement 
continued with the transformation of Instagram platform in a space of debate and active artistic 
and civic reaction on the behalf of immigrant causes.  
In choosing his best way to communicate, he created a continuous flux of information between 
spaces, temporalities, images and practical ways of expression. From the spaces of the island 
of Lesbos, Idomeni, Istanbul, Izmir, Syria, Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan, he visited dozens of 
camps and managed to put together a temporary studio, to the eclectically spaces of museums 
and the civic spaces of the street, he made the rapid transition to Instagram, witnessing the 
instances of migrants life. Present there, during years 2015 and 2016, Ai installed a studio, took 
photos, made installation from life jackets, lifeboats, objects enriched, transformed into artistic 
installations all over Europe. He declared: 
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 “My focus is always on freedom of expression. It is an essential quality of a free and civilized 
society. So while my focus has not changed, the form it manifests in can change. Sometimes it 
requires a form fit for a fixed space with a fixed audience, such as a gallery or museum. Other 
times, it is about engaging a different audience, such as my recent exhibition on Alcatraz Island 
in San Francisco. I am always interested in discovering new possibilities for reaching new 
audiences.”36  
 
The flux of signification between Ai’s own image, the link between his witnessing strategy and 
the reconversion of objects into works of art, increased the agency of the hybrid Actor-Object 
relationship. This quasi-object, symbolically enriched travels between heterogeneous, diverse 
spaces, from the street, to the island, outside and inside the museum. The artistic instruments 
were the reconversion of banal, anodyne but useful objects, into various installations, a real, 
moral witnessing attitude, with the use of selfie images. 

   
Fig. 1, 2, 3- Instagram selfies with floating objects as works of art (Instagram posts and marble 
objects from the exhibition Tyre37-2016, Foam Fotografiemuseum Amsterdam).  

 
The objects of survival were reinterpreted into works of art, charged with significant 
interrogations. The lifeboat jackets found on the beach, reached the walls of the museums and 
the survival floating devices became still and ironically charged effigies, marbled objects of 
art. 

   
Fig. 4, 5, 6- Photos of lifejackets transformed in art-instalations38(Berlin Konzerthaus- 

February 2016), and Instagram selfie with the same objects- Isle of Lesbos39 
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The photos of his art installations and selfies were vectors of re-mediation, because Ai Weiwei 
instrumented the appeal to his own image, and transformed it into a pragmatic weapon of 
protest. In his Instagram interventions, the selfie is the most frequent tool for capturing lifetime 
moments. 

       
Fig. 7, 8- Instagram posts of Ai Weiwei recent installation-Law of the Journey, Prague-

16 March40 

The selfie became a moral open question-a performance selfie41, a cry for help-witness-selfie, 
an intertextual link and a way to create and stir controversies. In trying to categorize the selfie 
strategy, it can be observed that the artist is aware of his role, of the diversity of actors, he uses 
the selfie with migrants and the selfie with celebrities in an efficient operational transfer of 
notoriety, which can provoke a rapid media response-a vehicle for constant and efficient re-
mediation 42: 

   
Fig 9,10,11: Instagram photos and selfie with migrants  

The media circulation of the selfie photo started first on Instagram, and then rapidly migrated 
in online and offline media, performing an efficient role of witnessing specific dramatic times 
of migrant’s life. Ai Weiwei became a promoter and interpreter of the migration crisis, using 
available, symbolic objects, as works of art, in order to raise moral and political valid questions. 
The controversial artistic role of the selfies, provoked international debates, as Ai Weiwei 
became the favorite target of the media critiques, when he reenacted a similar shot with the 
photo of the little Alan Kurdi: 
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Fig. 12 -One of the most controversial hypostases of Ai Weiwei was taken by 

photographer Rohit Chawla for the magazine India Today and for the exhibition at the India 
Art Fair.-September 201543 

One of the numerous stages of Ai Weiwei strategy, trigerring civic public reactions about 
migrant policies, is the documentary “The Human Flow”, promoted, through Instagram, and 
also online and traditional media. The film was nominated among the 15 contenders for Best 
Documentary at the Oscars. During the promotion, Ai Weiwei declared: ”The refugees are 
proud people. They have dignity. They are not beggars. They come to survive. They are not 
asking for mercy.” 44From the critical point of view of Lilie Chouliaraki, Ai Weiwei, with his 
technique of selfie as a performance and witness selfie, represents a “narcissistic” form of 
witnessing through “the systematic marginalization and displacement of the migrant’s face in 
Western spaces of public visibility”.45 The strategic discourse of Ai Weiwei is the combination 
and promotion of a controversial quasi-object, a complex mix of images re-mediation, media 
news and interviews. Ai Weiwei’s selfie strategy, with its re-mediation power generates 
controversies, maintained by the continuous flux of communication. 

Dan Perjovschi-“Marginal in the Mainstream”46 

Dan Perjovschi, a well-known Romanian journalist, performance artist, political cartoonist, 
aware of his Fluxus artistic identity, always creating and performing, in the move, declares “I 
let the drawings speak for me”. He is the recipient of many important art prizes. His political 
charged drawings, a mixture of words and symbols, are questioning the factuality of life, in 
order to determine a rapid response from a global audience. His Facebook page47 developed a 
mixed artistic and activist approach of civic (local and global) themes. 
The simple visual grammar of his cartoons is highly adaptable in different spaces of expression. 
He is expressing his civic views, performing in virtual and urban street art projects, in the Sibiu 
Wall Project, in mail art, in the pages of the Romanian magazine “22”, but also on the walls 
and windows of western galleries and museums. It is an efficient way to trans-mediate and 
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intermediate the images of political involvement, Dan Perjovschi being one of the most cited 
and interviewed personalities of the Romanian artistic scene. 

    
Fig. 13, 14, 15, 16- Political cartoons about the condition of migrant, on the Sibiu Wall 

      
Fig. 17- Popular Political cartoon    Fig. 18- Mail Art with Migrant 
Theme 

In the performance “ Albums - Bande dessinée et immigration. 1913-2013”, which took place 
on 17,18,19 January 2014 at The Golden Door Palace, The Museum of Immigration of Paris, 
he put together an installation in which the political drawings adressed the migrant crysis, from 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights perspective.  

      
Fig 19, 20, 21- Photos of Paris performance-2014 

The symbolic, economic and cultural differences between the westerner and the migrant, are 
according to the artist, an unrecognised, unassumed political and humanitarian global 
phenomenon.  

 .  
Fig 22, 23, 24 -Photos of political cartoons from 2014 Paris performance 

Dan Perjovschi continued to develop his artistic interest about migration in a 2017 installation, 
ironically titled Breaking the News & UFOtopia, in which the political cartoons, are drawn on 
several famous newspapers paper support, containing immigration news. The artistic message 
emphasizes the transfer of symbolic responsibility, through various media of communication, 
and its real persuasive force of the constant re-mediation.  



   
Fig. 25, 26- Photo collage from Salonul de proiecte-Bucharest –September 2017 

The key role of symbolic re-mediation and inter-mediation 48and its pragmatic value lies in the  
esthetic and interrogative power of Perjovschi’s drawings, able to travel in multiple media 
spaces: from gallery walls to street-walls, from social media like Pinterest, to blogs, from book 
covers to review articles.   
One of the most popular political cartoons about the immigration was conceived by the artist 
in the 2007 MOMA Exhibition “What Happened to Us?” 

     
Fig 27, 28 -Photos with the migrant drawing from MOMA exhibition-200749 

The picture can be retraced in posts from blogs (www.homines.com and http://outside-of-
event-horizon.blogspot) related to MOMA exhibition, as one of the most persuasive, full of 
meaning. The author “of outside-of-event-horizon” blog considered that50: “I stopped by 
MOMA recently and was surprised by an unusual exhibition – Dan Perjovschi’s “What 
Happened to Us? 
” It was fresh, brave, smart and politically incorrect. Two big white walls of the central museum 
hall were covered by simplistic pictures, drawn directly on these walls. Yes, they were 
simplistic in style, but in content – most of them were unexpectedly involving. It’s our life right 
now…I hope Dan will forgive me for his copyright violation. The "Immigration" especially 
touched me... ” 
The migration topic can be also retraced in personal or theme related Pinterest posts51 : 

    
Fig. 29, 30, 31 52- Photos of Pinterest pages containing the migrant cartoon as main subject 
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In 2010, Francesca Falk wrote the review article- “Images of illegalized immigration: towards 
a critical iconology of politics” in which she commented the graffiti of Dan Perjovschi 
considering also the same picture as reference: 
 “On a white wall we see the black, sketchy silhouette of a falling person. The part of the body 
that breaks through a boundary is painted dashed; the fingers look like a skeletal hand. „I Am 
Not Exotic-I Am Exhausted“, says the title of this graffiti-like project which was displayed in a 
public space in Basel in 2007 Dan Perjovschi eludes the usual criteria of the traditional art 
market, where a particular product generates a profit. Illegalized immigrants are also often 
accused of violating the standard rules of the market.”53 
The same drawing was used as cover for the book entitled Rethinking Trafficking in Women, 
Politics out of Security, about the women trafficking and the needed necessary actions, written 
by Claudia Aradau in 2008, published by Palgrave54.  

 
Fig. 32- Photo of the book cover of Claudia Aradau (2008) 

We can retrace the same graffiti in an art collective exhibition in 2016, curated by Juraj Čarný 
and presented as: “what has been a scandal in Bratislava is from 8-31 October 2016 on display 
in Berlin. Artistic reflections about the fear of refugees, the dread of the unknown and the raise 
of xenophobia, racism and populism in Europe are the center stage of the exhibition “Mirror of 
Alterity”” 

 
Fig. 33 - Photo of the exhibition « Mirror of Alterity » 

On the same presentation site, the Dan Perjovschi declared55: 
“I use humor very seriously. I publish drawings in political magazines since the fall of 
dictatorship weekly. For me this are not cartoons but statements. My aim is to condense a 
complicate issue into few lines. Humor is there to make those lines understandable.” 
For Perjovschi, the humor is a source of triggering debates and create a controversy without a 
scandal, he is an artist without a real search in ego-visibility, using the simple graphics in lines 

                                                 
53 Falk, Francesca. “Invasion, Infection, Invisibility: An Iconology of Illegalized Immigration” C. Bischoff, F. Falk, 
S. Kafehsy. Bischoff, C., Falk, F. and Kafhesy, S. (eds), Images of Illegalized Immigration. Towards a 
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54 Aradau, Claudia. Rethinking Trafficking in Women, Politics out of Security, Palgrave Mac Millan, 2008. 

55 “Mirror-of-alterity, Interviews with the artists”, http://talkingaboutart.de/, October, 26, 2016. 



and words of his cartoons as travelling metaphor through virtual and real spaces, an efficient 
vehicle which connect perceptions of global civic influence. For the Romanian artist the artist-
network flux of communication is configured around a combined strategy, in which his image 
has little importance compared to his drawings. The increasing agency of his drawings is 
sustained by the fact that the artist tries to remain “marginal in the mainstream”, favoring a 
mild controversy approach, in which the humor plays the center stage role. 

Conclusions 

Both artists developed complex communicative strategies related to the migration crisis, 
creating a continuous flux of communication between virtual and traditional media. From the 
perspective of the Actor-Network Theory, both Dan Perjovschi and Ai Weiwei, were 
developing complex networks of heterogeneous elements (objects, actors, mediators) and 
highly controversial political discourses. Both actors were promoters of complex symbolic, 
rhetoric and artistic structures, quasi-objects with auto-reflexive, indexical, iconic, dialogical, 
agonic character. 
If Ai Weiwei relates to his followers using constantly the Instagram posts of his now famous 
selfies, and artistic installations of migrant related objects of survival, Dan Perjovschi chose to 
shift the public attention from his own image (using the selfie strategy in an ecological 
campaign-Roşia Montană) to drawings as action mediators-vectors of protest. 
The contemporary artist became a traveler between virtual worlds, who transforms everyday 
objects into hybrid virtual objects, conceived to draw attention to the important social causes. 
The artists are virtual networking the technological devices as agency vectors of visibility, in 
spatial-temporal transitions (galleries, street art, and social networks). 
The work of art became a tool of rising awareness, a communication device with aesthetic-
artistic dimensions for agonic political debates in all public spheres. 
The discourse and the social practices triggered by these two artists, around the iconic topic of 
migration can be described in a transformative process of stirring controversies and witnessing, 
through self-reflexive usage of personal images or the recirculation of works of art through all 
media, in an online–offline space-time metaphorical awareness. 
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